Chapter: 3140
NEVER LATE, NEVER AWAY

An Ning also smiled back at Lin Keke, then walked aside to read the
script.
“Yo, isn’t this my sister? Why are you here?”
Just when he saw the head, an ear-piercing voice suddenly sounded
above An Ning. You didn’t need to look up, An Ning knew who it was,
and deliberately provoked it again.
It seems that An Ning is not surprised that An Yue will appear here.
This shooting location is not small. Half of all TV shows in the country
are filmed here. It seems that Sister Luo still wants to cultivate An Yue
as a cash cow. But An Ning is curious about what kind of TV she can
make with An Yue’s acting skills.
“It seems that my sister is unhappy when she sees me?” An Yue said
leisurely again, expressing her dissatisfaction with An Ning’s indifferent
attitude, An Ning got up this time and raised her head.
At first glance, An Ning was still taken aback in the bottom of his
heart. In just half a month, An Yue has become a completely different
person in the mountains. Of course, she has completely lost the aura of
a girl in the mountains.
I saw that An Yue was wearing the most fashionable down jacket right
now. The cut was very close to the body, and An Yue, who was in good
shape, looked even more graceful. Her feet were sky-high, and her hair
was made into a micro-pattern. Curly looking, her nails were dyed
bright red, and her little face was clean. Although she was staring at
herself now, her whole person looked even more coquettish.
However, what An Yue said was definitely not like that. An Ning
noticed that this time, Zheng Tao did not follow An Yue, so An Yue’s
temper came back: “My sister, who is also a loss, can think of it and act
like a vicious person. Woman, fortunately, I refused at first.”
It seemed that An Yue was trying to show her nobility, but she didn’t
know that when Director Qin called Sister Luo, An Ning was by her
side.
Facing An Yue’s provocation, An Ning just smiled lightly, but did not
take it to heart, and still read the script in his hand.
“This broken script, you still have the heart to read this?” An Yue took
the script from An Ning’s hands without any hesitation, and she was
actually unwilling.
From childhood to adulthood, as long as there is a place with her sister,
there is no brilliance of her own. In school, An Ning’s grades are
always better than hers, so An Yue will ruin An Ning’s dream of going
to school.
This is also the case in the village. Others praise An Ning for being
sensible since he was a child, but when he mentions himself, he only
has a few words. He looks good, but he is unreasonable.
Of course An Yue knew that she was good-looking and knew how to
use this advantage, but he was not satisfied with that.
What’s the use of looking good-looking, she just wants to use her looks
to force An Ning to have no way out, robbing everything from her is
enough to make An Yue feel happy.
“give me back.”
An Ning reached out and tried to take the script from An Yue’s hand.
The experience from childhood to adulthood taught him that too
much entanglement with An Yue caused him to suffer in the end.
But An Yue didn’t seem to think so. Seeing An Ning’s action, she
immediately took a half step back, and then pretended not to care and
threw An Ning’s script to her feet, “I said, sister, you have the ability to
be here, but also Why don’t you continue to hype with Yang Qingfeng,
why are you playing this vicious woman here!”
After listening to An Yue’s words, An Ning probably knew what was
going on, and most of them knew about the scandal between her and
Yang Qingfeng, so she was jealous.
However, it’s good that An Yue doesn’t mention this. An Yue mentions
Yang Qingfeng, but An Ning thinks of another person. She has been
very close to An Yue recently. Of course, she also knows that An Yue
definitely doesn’t look down on that person.
So he said without showing weakness: “What’s wrong with Yang
Qingfeng’s hype? It’s better than my sister being tied to some people,
right?”
Sure enough, when An Yue heard this, her face changed immediately.
How could she like that Cheng Hao, but she just wanted to stay by her
side to be a spare tire. Who knew that Cheng Hao was so diligent, and
now everyone in the company thinks that he has something to do with
Cheng Hao, that’s all Entertainment reporters also wanted to inquire
about their relationship, and Cheng Hao himself never denied it, which
made An Yue very distressed.

